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About This Game

Your favorite YouTuber and Streamer PsiSyn is back again with another adventure called the PsiSyn: The Game, where all
your favourite memes and moments from PsiSyn come to life in the form of a video game!

PsiSyn: The Game is a first person shooter that uses unique movement and weapons on various maps and gamemodes.

Learn the movement to gain advantages over other player's. The movement is very advanced with features such as strafing and
bhopping for that true FPS feel.

Play gamemodes like Deathmatch and Gun Game. Future gamemodes will include Search and destroy and infected!
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Play in stunning locations around the world! For example you could play in the radiated exclusion zone of Chernobyl, or in the
empty scorching desert of Iraq.

Use real weapons or some questionable looking ones.

Create the perfect loadout with an insane amount of options!
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Title: PsiSyn: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FossettGaming, Breeze Interactive
Publisher:
PsiSyn Enterprises
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: CPU 1.7 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10, Shader Model 4 compliant graphics cards (GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB, GeForce GTS 250, etc)

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64-bit only

English
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In it's current state, this game feels too much like additional content for BH1 to be justified as a separate game. Open mic is a
great feature for those who primarily use a streaming service to listen to music.

Have fun mapping your controls. Unlike any other game that lets you look at a list of controls and change individual things, you
have to map each button again when you want to change one control. You can't view the controls without changing them. Oh
yeah, and the controls are obscure, simply listed as perk weapons 1-4 rather than ultra beam, super bomb, etc.

There's potential for good stuff, but I do regret buying this as a full game at this time. Currently there isn't enough new stuff to
make this game feel fresh compared to BH1, which I played a lot of.. this episode is by far once of the most difficult to master.
By the end all characters will have been recruited. There is a lot of jumping in this story part esp. through the Grand Rift. there
still are hidden rooms but most of the game is getting to recruit the Bear. the story mainly focuses on that particular part. Dissent
starts to show amonst the recruits and it takes a lot of talking and self- confidence to get the party going again. Game seems
rather slow story -wise during this episoide but is still a good game to play.
\u4f5c\u8005\u89d2\u8272\u7684\u8f93\u51fa\u4e5f\u592a\u9ad8\u4e86\u5427\uff08\u534a\u607c. Refunding for the third
year. Probably wont do this again. Finally added a suggested racing line, BUT it only shows in pratice! Garbade physics. These
games are just straight trash. Save your money. I love playing typing games but it's hard to get. This game reminds me of Typing
Tutor (DOS). To be honest, I don't know whether I should recommend this game or not.

I kind of enjoyed playing this game. The design is simple but it's an enjoyable game. On the other hand, the game has a few
setbacks. The minor thing which I wish the game has: a setting to mute the sound or music. Some players just want to listen to
their own music to play a game.

Sometimes but not often, the words didn't really work. I have no idea why although I had repetitively typing the alphabet. And
sometimes, the word requires capital letter. One example is the word - AM. I tried smallcase but it doesn't work and when I use
capital letters, it works. When I played in a different round, the smallcase is acceptable. I wish there's an indicator when I should
use capital letter or all words change to smallcase letters probably will be easier.

Although sometimes the words didn't really work, I still like the game but disappointed after I know how the achievements
work. The list is just a bunch of meaningless alphabets or characters. It's not related how you play it. As long as you miss the
word in the game in different difficulty level, you will get one achievement. Besides of the EASY level, I've played the game
seriously for both MEDIUM and HARD level. I wish the achievement will be something like 50 words that you spelled contain
'A' or 100 words that you spelled begin with 'A'. Then, that list of achievements make more sense and will be more fun earning
them.

If you are an achievement hunter or someone who likes typing or casual games, this is a recommendable game but if you are an
achievement hunter with principle or someone who can't tolerate any bugs in a game, this is not a game for you.. This is much
better than BF bad company 2 ,thx for this great music,maps and weapons only the choppers are more powerfull in hands of
skilled players, sometimes ruins the game ..9,5\/10
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This game is cool. Kids will love it for sure xD I love it too. But it needs a button for skipping time. The time between
appointments is a drag :( But once you get all sorts of animals in the pen, you get busier. So, don't worry :). Farming Simulator
2017 but the tractor is a Bangbus. If you aren't 100% certain you want this game, do not buy it. If your goal is to create roller
coasters and the park aspect is secondary, go NoLimits. Despite the name, Planet Coaster is NOT about roller coasters. Sure,
they are there, but they take a backseat to the creation and management of a park. If you aren't willing to spend hours upon
hours working on scenery and building, you will not do well in the game. If that's your type of thing, great. Get this game. If you
aren't willing to do this, expect the challenge mode (where you have limited money and have to start from the ground up) to be
mercilessly difficult, even in the easy mode. The career modes will give you something to do but those can become boring over
time. The sandbox will let you create whatever you want but you'll soon find that the roller coasters are the opposite of smooth
thanks to some of the least caring developers I've seen. The controls are a disaster and will take you a while to learn. Working
inside of terrain might just be the most painful experience I've ever had the displeasure of doing. You might see the workshop
and see that as a benefit to the game. In reality, it just ends up being disappointing when you realize nearly everything requires
DLC, which if you want everything will set you back an extra $86 (adding up to $131 dollars total, a number that will rise with
future DLC).

If you are debating between this and NoLimits, please get NoLimits.. One of my all time favorites, I used a spreadsheet to
calculate demand/supply and programmed an algorithm to optimize trade routes based on my calculated values.. Totally not
solving mysteries: The game

I think my mom would like this given how it's like her mobile games (HA) and all.

Real review wise:

This is not a point and click mystery. THIS IS NOT A POINT AND CLICK MYSTERY.

You will spend most of the game looking at static images and finding items from a list at the bottom and clicking on them. The
plot will only advance once you've clicked on all the♥♥♥♥♥♥on the screen that's listed (Some of which is very creatively
placed, props to them on this).

But really, this is not a point and click mystery.
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